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New features in RW

We have introduced the following features in the Report Wizard:

Fleet Sales Report1.
Additional frequency in 'Send Schedule' option2.

Fleet Sales Report

Fleet Sales Report Overview

'Fleet Sales Report' is based on the scope 'Quote'.

The report provides the breakdown of each individual flight that was sold by the airline.

The report includes requests with the status 'DONE' and trip assigned to it with the status
'CONFIRMED'.

The report is divided into sections:

Table per each aircraft - tables are presented per each individual aircraft and include the
information such as the date, flight number, Client, offer details (including quote ID, routing and
price), total hours and an hourly price and sums of price and flight time
Charts - there 2 charts located below the aircraft tables: 'Summary flight time per aircraft' and
'Summary price per aircraft' and are the representationof percentage of flight time / price of
each aircraft in the total of the fleet

Additional frequencies in 'Send Schedule'

It is now possible to choose between 3 types of frequency:

Daily - reports sent on a daily basis. Option to select the hour(s) at which the report should be
sent
Weekly - new option. Reports sent on a weekly basis. Option to select days of the week and the
hour(s) at which the report should be sent
Monthly - new option. Reports sent on a daily basis. Option to select days of the month and the
hour(s) at which the report should be sent

All times in Hours dropdown are in UTC.
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